Summer 1 Week 5
Week beginning – 24.05.21

Can you help?
One of our children has lost their coat.
It has his name in it – Reahaan.
Please could everyone check just
to make sure it hasn't been
picked up by mistake. Thank you.

A huge thank
you to everyone
who purchased
raffle tickets for
Cash for Kids.
Here is the lucky
raffle ticket
winner Tommy!

Foundation (F2): F2KE Ethan and Erin F2CA Nikola and Amira F2LC Louis and Erin
Year 1: 1AS Shay and Elijah , 1LS Joel and Sydni 1MB George and Alise
Year 2: 2SB Zlata and Aaron 2EB Louie and Sophia 2JW Kiana and Nikodem
Year 3: 3MS Jayden and Eva 3HB Freya and Izzy 3AD Hannah and Mason
Year 4: 4EP James and Adams 4AB Keira and Dominik 4AR Chris and Leo
Year 5: 5LB Leon and Yasmin 5HM Rio and Rose
Year 6: 6EB Joseph and Leo, 6JS Julia and Jaspreet

This week in F2 we have been talking about the
different holidays you can go on: skiing, city breaks,
seaside and camping. We wrote postcards pretending
we were on holiday and we even got to board an
aeroplane!

The children in Year 2 LOVED making their own soup. We
peeled and chopped vegetables and added them to a soup
maker. Then, we got to taste our delicious soup! It was
yummy!!

4EP have been thinking about how we are the ‘boss of our
own bodies’ this week. We have completed some role play
scenarios around this. We understand that it is ok to say no
to people and that we should respect each other’s
decisions. We know that we can tell people not to get too
close or touch us e.g. hugging, tickling etc. if we don’t like it.
We explored what to do if people do get too close and
discussed how we can explain that it makes us feel
uncomfortable when people go into our personal spaces.
We looked at stepping away and telling people to stop by
holding our hands out. We emphasised the importance of
listening to others when they are telling you how they feel
so that we can respect their wishes.

This week, Year 6 used elastic bands to help our hands
form beaks like birds. Carefully, we tried to use our
‘beaks’ to gather our food. As you can see, we were not
able to collect just the bird seed – our food contained
numerous pieces of plastic, including microplastics.

Whole School attendance:
94.14% Come on Sutton Road,
we can do better than that!
Winning Classes:
Highest Class Attendance is 2SB
with 99.29%- Well done!

In year 3, some of our
children this week made
Dragons as part of our
English topic 'The boy who
grew dragons'. Here are
some photos of their
fabulous work.

Share a familiar book with your child.
Encourage your child to recall what has
happened in the story. For example, ‘Why is
bear feeling sad?’ Ask them to guess what
might happen – ‘What should they do next?’
– or how the story might end – ‘Do you think
they’re going to find the treasure? Where
could it be?’ Who are the characters? Are
they good or bad? What would your story
ending be?
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3AD (Miss Pickford)
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4EP (Miss Plume)
4AB (Miss Bunting)
5LB (Miss Ballard)
5HM (Mrs Mitchell)
6EB (Mrs Blakeley)
6JS (Mrs Skevington)

Here is
this
week's
Sign of
the
Week.
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w/c Monday 31st May 2021 - Half Term holidays
Monday 7th June 2021 – Summer 2 Term begins
Friday 23rd July – Last Day of Term
Monday 26 July 2021 – Summer holidays begin for
children staff INSET days

